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Ten

We have no idea, now, of who or what the inhabitants of our 
future might be. In that sense, we have no future. Not in the 
sense that our grandparents had a future, or thought they did. 
Fully imagined cultural futures were the luxury of another   
day, one in which “now” was of some greater duration. For us, 
of course, things can change so abruptly, so violently, so 
profoundly, that futures like our grandparents’ have insufficient 
“now” to stand on. We have no future because our present is too 
volatile. . . . We have only risk management. The spinning of 
the given moment’s scenarios. Pattern recognition.

— William Gibson, PATTERN RECOGNITION



247

R. Joshua Scannell

Both a Cyborg and a Goddess
Deep Managerial Time and  
Informatic Governance

In her 2012 article “I Would Rather Be a Cyborg Than a Goddess,”1

Jasbir Puar deconstructs and interrogates the relationship between in-
tersectionality and assemblage theories. She convincingly argues that 
intersectionality, while epistemologically crucial, both mystifies the 
categories of oppression that it seeks to unpack and solidifies unstable 
subjectivities under rubrics that are, ultimately, reflective of hegemonic 
“humanist” power structures.2 Assemblage (or, agencement, as she 
prefers it) destabilizes the body and distributes it. Taking seriously 
Donna Haraway’s claim that the body does not “end at the skin,”3 she 
argues that the assemblages of technocapital are not reflective cate-
gories but active producers of mutative, unstable relations. Affective 
intensities, distributed bodily information, data trails, teletechnology, 
all commingle in a constantly productive distribution of posthuman-
ist political modulations that are the target of what Gilles Deleuze 
identified as “the society of control.”4

Puar metonymizes these analytics as goddesses and cyborgs. On 
the one hand, the reified humanist categories of goddess identity and 
personhood render a political imagination that exotifies both the sub-
jects it seeks to represent and the political systems that oppress them. 
On the other, the teleological technical determinism of the cyborg 
easily slips into a sort of pseudo- intellectual “disruptive” solipsism. 
Surely, she claims, there must be cyborg goddesses in our midst.

It is my contention that a figure with the attributes of the cyborg 
goddess has emerged, but that it is not human. Or, put slightly differ-
ently, that it is an assemblage of forces that has concatenated as an 
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object. The becoming- intersectional assemblage of the cyborg god-
dess not only already exists but is in fact an organizing principle of an 
emerging logic of algorithmic governmentality. Contemporary forms 
of data- driven governance conjure an improbable intermingling of his-
torically constructed social arrangements (the intersectional) and non-
human analysis and prediction that, I argue, construct possible future 
populations in time scales that are not accessible to human cognition 
(the cyborg).

To intervene in contemporary discourses surrounding “big data,” 
I look to object- oriented ontology (OOO), which posits that the uni-
verse is composed of objects of equal status and unequal force. Rather 
than envision contemporary data- driven police practices as an exten-
sion of old modes of social organizing, I instead argue that they rely 
on a novel mode of spatiotemporally organizing populations, which is 
to say matter— and that in doing so, they conjure new social objects. 
Not exactly human, but extracted and recombined from the human, 
these carceral quasi- objects thrive on dilating human life chances and 
debilitating human bodies.

Contemporary modes of data science, and their applications in 
techniques of governance, have rearranged the terrain of what consti-
tutes the social and must be interrogated. To that end, this chapter uses 
a brief case study of a relatively new data- processing system employed 
by the New York Police Department to stage a series of questions 
about how big data— that most overhyped of buzzwords— suggests a 
novel mutation in logics of governance and population management. 
I argue that the capacity to process data streams on the scale and with 
the speed that the NYPD’s system facilitates forces a shift in the tar-
get and rationale of governance away from the production and modu-
lation of statistical populations in the biopolitical, humancentric sense 
of the term (what I call deep managerial time). Instead, big data drives 
governance toward the maintenance of the efficiency of algorithmic 
processing as an end in itself. In conjuring this shift, the sociotechnical 
commitments of governance inaugurate a new object as the target of 
modulating power— the hybridized mathematical bundlings of mate-
rial existence.5 This object is neither an aftereffect of human move-
ment through datafied terrains6 nor a precursor modulation of security 
possibilities but an emergent ontological plateau that operates within, 
through, and on the social via human- indifferent metric technologies.
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The Object of Big Data
In hailing this logic as an emergent object, rather than a shift in con-
cepts of governance or a move beyond biopolitics (in other words, as 
an ontological object rather than an epistemological tactic), I hope to 
highlight a few points.

First, we should not fetishize the “technological exceptionalism” 
of our expanding present.7 In many ways, the big data revolution is 
a question of scale rather than of kind.8 These new power configura-
tions do, however, concatenate a certain set of forces that are working 
on neoliberal biopolitics in uncanny and irreverent ways.9

Developments in the capacity to collect, store, and analyze mas-
sive amounts of data extraordinarily rapidly have been spotlighted in 
popular media and academic research as heralding a major transfor-
mation in information- driven governance. Collected under the name 
“big data” is a loose array of techniques and technologies that have 
posited technical, information- dense solutions to problems that have 
historically fallen under a wide range of disciplinarily and institution-
ally distinct sets of knowledge.10 Whereas, not so long ago, the logical 
bases of financial houses, astrophysicists, and urban municipal systems 
were functionally unrelated, they have in recent years converged on a 
data- driven informatic solutionism that has steadily eroded disciplin-
ary and institutional borders.11 The skill sets, institutional histories, 
and goals of scientists using NIH funding to map global genomes 
are obviously distinct from those of the Target number crunchers who 
want to granulate demographic position to predict shopping behav-
ior. Yet both of these projects have been written about as examples of 
the “big data revolution.”12

Practitioners of big data have concerned themselves with fine- 
tuning modes of surveillance in an effort to maximize the capacity of 
ubiquitous information collection to return on a promise of illuminat-
ing occulted social relations. Facebook, for instance, invests enormous 
amounts of money in finding marketable relationships that emerge 
out of the daily practices of its millions of users idly clicking. Likewise, 
the NYPD has spent billions on an integrated data analysis software 
that is designed to make ubiquitous security surveillance accurately 
pre dict crime.13

From this perspective, calculative governance is in an easy contin-
uum with neoliberal financial and security practices. After all, making 
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the most efficient use of “information” and “knowledge” to maximize 
productivity is a central and transhistorical drive of capitalism.14 Big 
data analytics appear to be little more than an intensification of already 
existing processes. This includes an obsession with statistical detail, 
commitment to technocratic solutionism (and a corollary “rejection” 
of political “ideology”), demobilization of human labor, highly specu-
lative capital investment, and financialization. However, the quanti-
tative jump in scale and computational capacity that emerges out of 
neoliberal practice produces a new object of calculative governance. 
This information- dense cyborg goddess, which emerges in relation to 
technology but is not the technology itself, warps biopolitical logics 
and confuses neoliberal governmentality.15

Second, governance by algorithm inaugurates a series of prac-
tices and dispensation toward the care of the algorithm itself— that 
algorithmic architectures contain a density that draws labor toward 
them and that this labor is fundamentally predicated on a governing 
propulsion that is not “toward” the human but toward the mathemat-
ical.16 The care of the algorithm is a care of mathematics, in which the 
mathematical desires of metrics become the operative basis for pro-
ducing and transmogrifying the material.17 Algorithms are material, 
are real, and are not human.18

Thus, we may begin to make sense of the otherwise bizarre deci-
sion of major municipalities to spend billions outsourcing the impor-
tant work of making sense of their cities to mathematicians and computer 
scientists under the employ of tech conglomerates.19 This, rather than 
a mere case of privatizing public services, essentially reorganizes the 
target of urban governance toward algorithms, server farms, and com-
putational nerve centers. Labor and capital are drawn to the care of 
the mathematical and its infrastructure as a field of vision— as a way to 
materialize the city for intervention. Rather than use computational 
capacity to maximize labor power, maximum labor power serves car-
ing for the algorithm.

Third, the contours of neoliberal biopolitics demand a much 
less individuated subject than is often taken for granted.20 They have 
in fact necessitated massive population blocks and stabilized subjec-
tivities as targets of state and economic intrusion. Rather than pro-
ceed from new economic and social theory, neoliberalism inherited 
a deeper and durable project of heteropatriarchal, militarized racial 
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capitalism.21 I call this ontological stabilization of populations deep 
managerial time. I do so in an effort to push back against a narrative 
of neoliberalism as an individuating practice that upends coherent 
space- time,22 and as a reminder that the violent organization of popu-
lations subjected to state violence is an inheritance of plantation cap-
italism given a technocratic veneer.23

The ontological requirements of plantation capitalism’s meta-
morphosis into neoliberalism demanded a putatively “flexible” human 
subject in order to mask the essential stability of state violence and 
capital expropriation, particularly against women, people of color, and 
queer populations.24 Neoliberalism’s critics tended, therefore, to focus 
on how the human subject was constituted for population management 
through a focus on destabilizing epistemologies. This theoretical in-
tervention is often bracketed as the linguistic turn.25 Although often 
labeled antimaterialist, a reframing of neoliberal ontology as deep man-
agerial time opens the space to argue that it was in fact diagnosing the 
methodologies of population formation under neoliberalism.26 While 
neoliberalism still exists, the shift toward algorithmic efficiency as an 
end in itself suggests that there is a change in the ontological object 
of governance, in which the “human” ceases to be the desired, massi-
fied target and is in fact replaced by the massification of the data trail.

In suggesting this, I do not mean to say that this change has 
inaugurated a practice of governing that is wholly new in the sense of 
evaporating intersectional realities of distributions of power and vio-
lence. Nor do I want to claim that its effects are phenomenologically 
novel in the sense that denizens of “smart cities” so much as notice the 
shift. New York is a city that allows its officers to use possession of 
prophylactics as legitimate evidence to charge gender- nonconforming 
people with soliciting.27 It deals with criticisms of pervasive police 
violence and abuse against people of color by suggesting that victims 
solicit state violence by failing to submit to arrest fast enough.28 It 
arrests young people of color for dancing on subways.29 The NYPD 
now pursues a policy of “omnipresence” rather than “stop-question-
and-frisk,”30 but white supremacist capitalist heteropatriarchy is alive 
and well, and tends to target similar bodies over a longue durée. Inter-
sections and their effects, in other words, are real.

And yet the truth of this “changing same” does not denude the 
potential utility of promulgating conceptual tools to reckon with 
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shifting horizons of social life.31 It instead refashions such a socio-
logical imagination as speculative rather than reflective. The aim is 
not to take stock of existing conditions and propose likely explana-
tions for why they exist as such, or to look at existing dynamics and 
infer a future. Rather, it is to try to tease out the implications that 
advancing technical capacities and shifting aims of governance have 
for a virtual sociality that is materializing. It aspires, to borrow a term 
from A. N. Whitehead, toward a prehensive logic of critique,32 rather 
than a predictive one.

Predictive or inferential sociology uses the logics of deep mana-
gerial time to produce populations durable enough to solicit prediction 
in order to mobilize (often state) resources to act on them.33 First, a 
subject must be sufficiently stabilized theoretically to justify its in-
terpellation in a survey with reasonable expectation that the hailed 
subject recognize herself as such. We might think of Judith Butler’s 
concept of the citational practices of gender formation as an emblem-
atic example of how this operates.34

Then, the population parameters of the interpellated subject 
must be drawn on a naturalized sociality that, while it is perhaps “con-
structed,” is always constructed by and for “the human.” In other 
words, to keep with the example: once gender stabilizes as a definite 
category of investigation, it serves as a methodological organizing 
point for comparison against a range of social forces. Inferential soci-
ology might ask, for example, What is the relationship between 
“women” and “wealth” over a “life course”?

In mapping the datafied subjects onto the social terrain (other-
wise known as demography), a population emerges (women) as having 
a logical trajectory over a space- time that is either heteronormative or 
in a dialectical relation to heteronormativity (life course). The tauto-
logical assumption of this feedback loop is the stability and centrality 
of “the human” over spans that are inherited from hegemonic notions 
of space- time, and which then justify the bringing to bear of state 
apparatuses for intervention.

However, in light of the turn to big data, the methodological 
tools and epistemological justification for the practice of predictive 
sociology is eclipsed by a mode of data collection and analysis that 
does not guess at a future but expands the temporal logic of the pres-
ent into a mode of capturing possible futures.35 Histories do not 
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course through a durable present onto a logical or imaginable future. 
Rather, patterns circulate, emerge, destabilize, robbing “human” tem-
porality of meaning, reaching for virtual life trajectories actualized 
in the vanishing present of an algorithmic calculation that is already 
always disassembling and grasping at new objects.

In proposing prehensive sociology as an alternative to predictive 
or preemptive, there is also a necessary rejection of the notion that 
sociology’s role is fundamentally one of demystification. Instead, we 
should consider sociology as a mode of practice for what Deleuze 
called developing new weapons.36 As Karen Gregory argues, “Big data, 
like soylent green, is made of people.”37 True. But I wonder whether 
what “people” are becomes increasingly fungible in a period in which 
the target of governance is not “people” but, rather, the trails of data 
that cyborged bodies produce and pass through, are instantiated and 
captured by.38

The fact of the matter is that opening up the black box does not 
explain social ontologies; it reasserts the supremacy of human ingenu-
ity and capacity (one is tempted to say “mastery”) as the only reason-
able mode of explaining the social.39 I would argue that, rather than 
“always historicize,”40 the call might be to “always mystify” in order to 
see where these unclear or occluded social relations draw novel spaces 
for understanding an increasingly mystifying sociality. Algorithms are 
largely made by people, for people, to do mundane tasks that people 
are not good at doing very fast. But algorithms are also generative 
social actors that proliferate relations in strange and awkward direc-
tions,41 that allure social objects to them and peel off bizarre qualities 
into their relational matrices.42 I want to follow OOO in arguing, 
forcefully, that these trails are not traces, nor are they immaterial. 
They are objects of intervention that are every bit as real, as material, 
as human beings.43 This emergent object is exactly the cyborged god-
dess that Puar suggests.44 To think contemporary sociality, we could 
move away from the central assumption that the phenomenological 
body is the only logical starting point for thinking social experience 
and toward these mystical cyborgs as a basic organizing principle of 
contemporary dispositifs of control.

Bodies in this alternative prehensive logic are informational, 
overflowing, never dead (what does it mean for them to be alive? to 
whom and subject to what conditions does liveliness register?), never 
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outside production.45 The absence of particular modes of embodiment 
from fields of data collection are powerful informatic present absences 
just as much as the fully capturable data profiles of the networked 
and ensconced digital classes. Metadata on where credit cards are not 
being swiped and quantified selves are not being tracked are just as 
useful information as the metadata on where they are.46

This weird logic renders intersections of oppression as computa-
tion errors; debility, disability, genetic inheritance move from organi-
zational operative logics of population management to informational 
glitches of nonoptimal bodily manifestation.47 This is a reformulation 
of a truth that feminist, queer, antiracist scholarship has known and 
argued for a long time: that, from the governing perspective of soci-
eties of discipline and control, “deviant” bodies have always been 
computation errors, subject to correction. It is no surprise that the 
figure of the cyborg has emerged so forcefully out of feminist posthu-
man scholarship: the cyborg has always been built through a white 
supremacist heteropatriarchal logic that holds nonnormative (read: 
not white, not hetero, not male, not able, not wealthy) bodies as always 
already being- toward- management. And, indeed, it is the common-
sense understanding that these bodies call out for intervention (in 
their hysteria, in their ill- discipline, in their disease, in their melan-
cholia, in their skin, in their muscles, in their affects, in their bodies 
themselves) that undergirds Michel Foucault’s periodization of the 
trajectory of biopolitics.48

To tease out aspects of this emerging ontologic, and its implica-
tions for sociality, the rest of this chapter is divided into three sections. 
In the first, I consider the example of the NYPD’s Domain Awareness 
System as indicative of an emerging settlement in the logics of capital 
and governance on how to properly consider the organization and 
management of the urban. While I focus on the New York case, I situ-
ate it within a more general consideration of “smart cities” and data 
management systems, and the competitive drive of major information- 
technology concerns (primarily IBM, Microsoft, and Cisco Systems) 
to carve out shares of the increasingly lucrative market. Part of this 
process consists of reimagining the material world as eminently math-
ematizable, and thereby flattening out received ontological hierarchies 
of things.
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In the second section, I explain how this ontological flattening 
denotes a significant shift in logics of population organization away 
from deep managerial time and toward an emergent mode of sociality 
that Patricia Ticineto Clough, Karen Gregory, Benjamin Haber, and 
I have elsewhere identified as “the datalogical.”49 Our concept of the 
datalogical derives from Clough’s recent work that theorizes the 
shifting relations between materiality, metrics, and measurement in 
the context of teletechnology and the rise of digital sociality. In this 
section, I address these concepts specifically to what I understand as a 
nested transition zone in which the datalogical and deep managerial 
time uneasily cohabitate.

In the final section, I turn to some of the implications of datalogic 
for life and liveliness. I wonder particularly about the necropolitics 
of the algorithm and the manner in which emergent digital technol-
ogies like the Domain Awareness System enact a sort of “furious 
media” that communicates between incommensurate ontological 
planes.50 I call this uncanny transubstantiation “digital mysticism” and 
argue that refusing the mystical qualities of the black box on the 
grounds that the black box can, in fact, be deconstructed is too easy a 
move in too classic a critical theory vein.51 Instead, a fruitful specula-
tive sociology might not satisfy itself with demonstrating how digital 
systems are just code and god is all science, and take seriously the 
affective captures of a social logic that is so smugly disinterested in 
the human.

Domain Awareness
In spring 2014, NYPD commissioner Bill Bratton testified before the 
New York City Council at a hearing on the departmental budget and 
announced that much of the department’s $4.1 billion budget is ear-
marked for investment in an ominously named “Domain Awareness 
System” data- processing nerve center.52

The Domain Awareness System (DAS), codeveloped with 
Microsoft, run by Microsoft technicians and analysts, and sold for 
Microsoft’s profit to other municipalities (New York keeps 30 percent 
of proceeds as an alternative tax structure),53 has two broad functions. 
At once proactive and reactive, the system is designed to syncretically 
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loop, making an apparently cybernetic circuit aimed at clarifying gen-
eralized surveillance data into actionable policing information.

DAS applies massive processing power to rapidly sort through 
NYC’s surveillance data. Built with Homeland Security funds under an 
antiterrorism mandate, its surveillance extends far beyond the obviously 
“criminal” to include data as exotic as feeds from radiation detectors— 
sensitive enough to pick up recent chemotherapy treatment in passing 
bodies— and sophisticated enough to rapidly recall up to five years’ 
worth of stored “metadata” and temporally unbounded (and unde-
fined) “environmental data” in its continuously mined databases.54

The DAS converts these massive information streams, on the 
order of several petabytes, into preemptive geospatial representations 
(maps) that are rapidly filtered down the department hierarchy to 
identify locations and classes of possible criminal activity.55 The 
department argues that if it “knows” where the “criminals” will be, 
when they will be “there,” and what “crimes” they will commit before 
the “criminals” do, then the department can proactively prevent them. 
“Real time” capacity to process massive streams of seemingly innocu-
ous or unrelated bits of surveillance data will, the logic goes, produce 
patterns in the space- time and human geography of criminality that 
will allow police personnel and matériel to be applied with maximum 
efficiency.56

At the NYC budget meeting, councilmembers were quick to 
point out the unsettling ring of such a police praxis. In response, an 
obviously exasperated commissioner chided the Council that, whether 
civilians like it or not, “Predictive policing is real and it is here. We are 
beginning to write algorithms that identify in a real- time way paths of 
criminal activity.”57 While political critics and activists desperately cite 
the dignity of the human subject as an agent of free will as a neces-
sary condition for sociality,58 the prison– industrial complex gleefully 
does away with this basic pretension of the Enlightenment. The vir-
tual future here actualizes in the pattern recognition of the expanded 
present. The distinction between the two blurs, as a new emergent 
object of datalogical analysis compresses and contorts temporality 
and embodiment into a strange blur of mystifying sorting systems. 
What is simultaneously targeted and conjured is not the human but 
the patterning of capacities and possibilities distributed over networks 
of digital surveillance.
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Whereas DAS’s predictive capabilities are designed to improve 
the department’s oracular ability, its crisis- response infrastructure is 
essentially reactive: designed to optimize the application and econ-
omy of force- dispersal. When an “incident” occurs on the DAS grid, 
the system identifies the type of disturbance and its location. It dis-
plays this information on a set of massive screens in its downtown 
nerve center and automatically shows the feeds from all local surveil-
lance cameras. The center’s technicians (Microsoft employees) then 
coordinate police and emergency service response. At the same time, 
the system is storing the details of the incident in its metadata banks,59

where they remain indefinitely available for future proactive data min-
ing.60 Thus, the system’s circular functionality repurposes in- progress 
events as granulated futural data, recombinable as data points in com-
plex algorithms within the entire surveillance apparatus of the city of 
New York.

On the one hand, this datafication of the social world, in order 
to be circulated in predictive algorithmic architectures, reflects the 
aim of apparatuses of security to modulate risk at a distance.61 Rather 
than cordon off a ghettoized “space of confinement” into which crim-
inality can be organized and acted on,62 the DAS distributes the logic 
of securitized surveillance throughout the social field.63 Its distributed 
sensor systems make the fluxes and flows of the city the raw infor-
matic material from which it can build algorithms that produce iso-
morphic knowledge of “paths to criminal activity.” At the back end, 
the DAS actively maximizes the efficiency of tactical response in the 
real- time unfolding of crisis. Rather than overwhelming disciplinary 
police presence, the DAS aims to minimize points of contact between 
urban municipal apparatus and urban disruption. In neoliberal par-
lance, this minimization of contact points is called “efficiency.”

The orientation of security away from geographically delimited 
spatiotemporal structures (discipline) and toward diffuse and minimal 
population modulation (control) does not imply a reduction in applied 
force. On the contrary, apparatuses of control depend on the maximal 
application of force at minimal points of contact to most efficiently 
mobilize population dynamics toward satisfactory ends.64 Extreme 
technical governance is necropolitical. Since the DAS aims to distrib-
ute the maximal application of force at minimum points of contact 
(efficiency) and models future analytics on the relative effectiveness of 
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existing models, it is not uninteresting that the city’s favorite example 
of this system in action is a 2012 incident outside the Empire State 
Building in which police rapidly and accurately responded to a vio-
lent assault only to accidentally shoot nine bystanders.65 The speed of 
response time, number of officers deployed, accuracy of DAS geospa-
tial data— in short, the efficiency of maximum application of force— 
outweigh the consequences of the operation. The useful information 
gleaned is enough to render such a fraught exercise in the incidental 
spilling of civilian blood a technological success story.

Depending on one’s political disposition and lived intersectional 
reality, the DAS often reads as either an important new tool in the 
quest to build a fairer, smarter, safer city or an Orwellian surveillance 
dystopia. It is, of course, neither. DAS does not care about the “you” 
of flesh and bone. It “cares” about making materiality interestingly 
mathematical. That is to say, once “the world” is a nebula of informa-
tional clusters, the interest of sorting algorithms is to see what sorts 
of relationships can be mapped and what patterns might emerge. A 
human’s ontological status of “being” sublimes into the possibilities of 
finding improbable relations between data sets.

Deep Managerial Time and  
Ontologies of Neoliberal Population
It is tempting to argue that developing techniques that seek to man-
age and make sense of the “infoglut” of contemporary data collection 
emerge smoothly out of neoliberal practices and theories.66 After all, 
these techniques are largely being developed by state and corporate 
interests that are major boosters for neoliberal ideologies and profit 
from neoliberal restructuring. I argue, however, that while these sets 
of practices are concatenating within neoliberal ecologies, they are, 
by introducing datalogical object- logics,67 in fact warping many of 
the basic assumptions that have undergirded neoliberal capitalism. As 
a consequence, novel spaces of necropolitical distribution are metas-
tasizing throughout an increasingly digitized social field.

While neoliberalism has been about the devolution of state 
apparatuses designed to manage the economy, it has never been about 
the devolution of the state or the dividuation of populations.68 Rather, 
it has always depended on the formulation of explicit and durable 
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populations that are to be subjected to state violence in the interest- 
smoothing spaces for the flow of capital.69 Always indistinguishable 
from biopolitics,70 neoliberalism is, before anything else, a set of tactics 
and strategies that has human populational (re)productive capacity as 
its target, and the human security state as its weapon. In the service  
of this mode of organizational logic, neoliberalism has depended on 
the deep managerial time of populations, with the human subject as 
its target.

Deep managerial time demands an ontological separation between 
what is being measured, the population that measurement produces, 
and the institutional apparatuses that will then be brought to bear. 
These ontological distinctions presume a diachronic coherence between 
object measured and population produced as a political justification 
for taking action to modulate the population. The necessary assump-
tion, in this loop, is that the committed institutional resources will 
articulate a change at the level of the human thing itself that will then 
be noticeable on the metric reproduction of the population. This is 
the requisite temporal durability of deep managerial time: everything 
will still (more or less) be there when you get around to measuring it 
once again.

Under deep managerial time, the orientation of governance and 
capital is toward the durable replication and modulation of biopoliti-
cal categories. This is to say that the nexus of governmental strategies 
that underwrote the formation and reproduction of a laboring body 
politic under industrial and postindustrial capitalism imagined social-
ity as the terrain of the organic, with the human as the figure on which 
social logics could be drawn.71 Neoliberal capital- state formations rest 
on an ontological relationship between measuring technologies, statis-
tical populations, and institutional arrangements in which the target 
of governance is the organized relationship between human demo-
graphic groups and capitalized and/or militarized environments.72

Such social relationships are manufactured by hegemonic hetero-
patriarchal notions of the “biological,” in which intersectionally 
informed rhythms of life transmogrify into denuded technocratic 
assumptions like “life span.”73 Straight, industrial, middle- class tempo-
ralities then stand in for sociological projections across “generations,” 
in which the labor of reproduction disappears into assumptions about 
the “life course.” An interest in the maximization of certain forms of 
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life and the abandonment- toward- death of others drives a particular 
project of state science geared to the production and assessment of 
populations as hybrid biological questions, sites of technical interven-
tion, and grounds for probabilistic governance. In other words, the 
“human” object that is the target of biopolitical governance is a prod-
uct of its own tautology— produced by exactly the set of techniques 
that are designed to measure and collate them into probable futures.74

For such systems of power/knowledge to “make sense,” they must 
commit to time scales that are conceivable and knowable. Based instru-
mentally on histories that are spun into recognizable, “meaningful” 
narratives, the production of human sciences enact a peculiar ontol-
ogy in which the most significant time- spaces at which measurement 
might be pursued and honed are oriented around the rhythm of 
“human” time spans. This biopolitical governmentality of human 
life— in which institutions of statecraft combine to form knowledge 
practices that situate a particular convergence of historical, social, and 
industrial forces as neutrally “human”— is doubly articulated as the 
raison d’être of the social. It is from where the rationales and funding 
for measurement emerge. Such ontological assumptions of concepts 
like “life course” then demand an imagining of predictive futures that 
are all committed to a temporality centered on the “human” and the 
state apparatuses that have produced it. Deep managerial time, in its 
solicitation of rational or reasonable assumptions of the relationship 
between government, capital, and organism, do the work of mystify-
ing and reinscribing the very force relations that are purportedly the 
subject of measure.75

As neoliberalism deterritorializes the ontological premises of deep 
managerial time, it also reterritorializes. So, with the dissolution of 
industrial union- based contract bargaining, and that model of labor 
settlement’s presumption of “straight” time and space, there is the 
reterritorialization of heteronormative family arrangements as a puni-
tive demand of the state. We can think here of the attacks launched 
against the urban poor in the twinned dismantling of welfare and roll-
out of “quality of life” policing as a state project of reorganizing and 
reinforcing heterocapitalist family formations that had been under 
pressure in the wake of the collapse of the industrial settlement.76

Indeed, we would do well to remember that part and parcel of 
the turn toward neoliberal economic doctrine in the 1970s and 1980s 
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was a state retrenchment in security that specifically targeted spaces 
that were not apparently heteronormative as sites of state violence. To 
secure the “free hand” of the market’s investment, state apparatuses 
(particularly in New York) mobilized “broken windows” policing 
strategies to designate queer, and particularly queer people of color, 
as populations that are inherently criminal, subject to and deserving 
of state violence. Times Square, after all, was “cleaned up”— that is to 
say, militarily smoothed out for heteronormative capital flows— to 
attract the investment of the Disney Corporation.77

The violent imposition of heterocapitalist space- time has been 
a fundamental commitment of neoliberal strategies in governance. 
Rather than see this as aberrant to individuating and anomic eco-
nomic structures, we might follow Clyde Woods in pointing out that 
the violent organization of neoliberalism has inherited its logics from 
southern “plantation capitalism.”78 He contends that the continuities 
between plantation capitalism and neoliberalism are clearly articu-
lated in three arenas. First is capital’s consolidation of land ownership 
effected under neoliberal regimes through new enclosure policies such 
as asset stripping, rezoning, and “economic redevelopment.” Second is 
capital’s consolidation over labor power, effected through systematic 
hammering of labor unions, massive devaluation of labor value, and 
criminalization of poverty. Third is capital’s necropolitical consolida-
tion over policing power and the systematic inversion of legal frame-
works for rights claims and citizenship status79 (what Lisa Marie 
Cacho has termed “social death”), conducted under the auspices of 
wars on drugs, gangs, terror, and so forth.80

Neoliberalism has, in other words, always been about the pro-
duction of spatially static and temporally durable populations deliber-
ately exposed and subjected to systematic state violence. The major 
distinction is that neoliberalism has historically been articulated and 
defended in purely technocratic language. Rather than late- capitalist 
enclosure, state- driven (or at least enabled) projects of capital extrac-
tion and land consolidation are framed as “economic redevelopment” 
or “neighborhood improvement” projects, justified with sociologically 
bankrupt statistical economic projections. It ought to be shocking 
to no one that a region’s GDP will increase after the poor are forcibly 
expelled and replaced by capital- intensive development schemes. It 
ought, likewise, to come as no surprise that, as Roderick Ferguson 
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points out, such technocratic assessments of economy and the criti-
cisms leveled at them from their “left” rest on the a priori radical eli-
sion of the poorest and most vulnerable from the social.81 In other 
words, it is exactly the force of such a technocratic turn to violently 
dispossess the poor by producing them as negative populations, as 
generative populational voids against which the proper body politic 
can be constituted.82

The pursuit of totalized technocracy that is governance- by- 
algorithm has inaugurated a mode of ontological organization that 
dissolves deep managerial time. It has provoked a disarticulating 
movement away from biopolitical orientations toward life and its 
political constructions, and toward the speculative technical manage-
ment of a granulated universe of datafied things. This process has 
several characteristic features that, borrowing loosely from Deleuze’s 
concept of the diagram,83 we can analyze to coordinate an emerging 
mode of calculative governance whose intensity is such that it has 
instantiated a quantitative shift in the logics of the arrangement of 
governance and capital that has provoked a qualitative change in the 
production and management of populations.

This rests precisely on (rather than in spite of ) the apparently 
diagrammatic character of big data analytics technologies across such 
disparate fields as financial trading, public security, military, weather 
prediction, and so forth. This is most obviously seen in data “fusion 
centers” being rolled out across the planet. These centers often rely 
on algorithms designed for one purpose (like weather prediction) in 
order to make sense of institutionally distinct information flows (so 
inputs like traffic patterns and electrical grid efficiency end up as basi-
cally equal input data points).

Just as the financialization of industry has depended on traders’ 
capacities to reduce production companies to constituent parts and 
sell them as speculative values on the financial market, fusion centers 
depend on the logic that institutional histories and knowledges are 
reducible to constituent parts that can be algorithmically analyzed 
diagonally across seemingly differentiated knowledge formations. Such 
an orientation explicitly undermines the ontological presumptions 
behind deep managerial time. Instead of presuming durability, of 
organisms, social groups, and institutions, and viewing such durabil-
ity as epistemologically meaningful and practically desirable, policy 
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based on massive data mining explodes temporality and strobes it. 
Histories and historically based policies and policing are transformed 
into mobile data points. Such analytic systems require understanding 
capital and community as contagious sets of zeros and ones.84

Digital Mysticism, or The Cyborged Goddess
This necropolitical heterotopia rests on the built- in total indifference 
of computational governance to make ontological distinctions. In Dig-
ital Memory and the Archive, Wolfgang Ernst points out that, within 
the black box of the computer, the entire notion of “multimedia” is 
a con. There are not multiple medias circulating in the computer’s 
hardware being translated via a digital interface. Instead, digitization 
converts material waveforms into binary bits of information that, to 
the computer, are interchangeable. The phenomenological appearance 
of multiple medias is incidental to indifferent computer hardware. 
It is a by- product of the particular arrangement of human bioware.85

This flattening of the material into the digitally transactional extends 
with smart city systems into the materiality of life itself. Objects may 
exist, endure, and allure one another,86 but under the regime of in-
formatics, such temporalities become operational formalities rather 
than ontological substrates. Objects are, in other words, only as real 
as their capacity to be made computational.87 Bodies are dividuated 
points of recombinable data, and “humanness” is a slowing modula-
tion of data flow.88 In data- driven systems of informatic governance 
like the NYPD’s DAS, life is incidental to the collection and circula-
tion of useful data.

DAS maps produce space, time, and objects’ secondary qualities 
as policeable. Under given spatiotemporal, racialized conditions, like 
gang injunction sites, the color red is a criminal offense.89 The DAS 
does not determine the policy of outlawing red shirts on black bodies, 
but it provides the technical know- how to determine where red dye 
is transubstantiated into an eventuality of violence. That the violence 
provoked by redness is ordinarily police violence is recycled back into 
a system that understands it as an indicator that “crime is dropping.” 
That is to say, the criminalization of secondary qualities does not reduce 
violence, as though “violence” is a neutral and abstract thing. Instead, 
it proliferates violence by endowing the state with the preemptive 
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justification to flood an area with its own violence— a violence that 
does not register with departments that understand state violence to 
be disinterested and therefore not worth collating. So the ratcheting 
up of state violence, and the distribution of justified violent action 
toward ever more granulated sites of affective infraction, perversely 
generates a drop in statistically registered violence. Gang injunction 
sites, by enabling and amplifying state violence, and proliferating 
incarceration, insanely indicate to technicians of data collection cen-
ters that violence as such is dropping.

The DAS is indifferent to the maximization of certain life 
potentials over others in that life is incidental to the map, no more 
relevant than credit histories, shopping habits, electrical usage levels, 
road quality, air quality, radiation levels, real estate values, noise levels, 
transportation habits, and so forth. It is the capacity to geospatially 
arrange such derivate populational values in fast time that is the tar-
get of this new mode of state- sponsored, Microsoft- driven criminal 
production. Racialization and racism’s “state- sanctioned or extralegal 
production and exploitation of group- differentiated vulnerability to 
premature death” are the raw material, rather than the end point, of 
such a mode of governance- beyond- control.90 In such a brutally tech-
nical logic of the body politic, the urban poor and mentally ill rot in 
Rikers Island less because of surplus labor than because of surplus life, 
because they do not make beautiful math.

But, as is so often the case, if the idea behind this system is to 
“change the world” in any meaningfully phenomenological sense of 
the phrase, then none of it works very well. Despite hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars that cities pour into smart data management systems, 
“the city” is still a mess. In New York, quality of life arrests and com-
munity policing have criminalized so many quotidian practices that 
the discretion of the police force to stop, question, frisk, and assault is 
essentially unencumbered.91 The impact of “data driven” policing sys-
tems has basically been to disincentivize police officers’ relationships 
with policed populations. With the building computational intensity 
of DAS, most officers are rendered little more than remote controlled 
enforcers, with limited autonomy to do more than make arrest num-
bers and inflict violence. They become the prison- industrial- complex 
equivalent of Amazon warehouse employees, whose labor is monitored 
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and “maximized” by algorithms. For many on the receiving end, the 
way DAS predictive policing has played out in real life is indis-
tinguishable from an era before big data analytics became a byword 
for “good governance” and middle managers started to talk like Ayn 
Randian technoshamans.

And indeed, big data discourses have increasingly adopted a tenor 
normally reserved for theological considerations. St. Augustine’s proof 
of the existence of god is repurposed through technobabble about 
unfathomably enormous data sets pregnant with meaning, but inacces-
sible to human consciousness. Algorithms appear as gnostic grimoires, 
with cults of tech priests trained to divine the latent meaning of their 
communiqués. What systems like DAS are designed to do is to ren-
der the social as an undifferentiated nightmare world of information 
subject to technical intervention and modulation. In its uncanniness, 
it seems a furious media accessible only through enchanted techno-
logical interfaces. Computers are of course hardware. They are nuts- 
and- bolts counting machines that are easily demystified. Opening the 
“black box” and looking at its components can bring the mechanism 
down to earth, and taking apart the algorithm to see its components 
can remind us of its banality. And yet what they do is apophatic. They 
translate between incommensurate ontological planes, droving the 
via negativa of technocratic capitalism. They enact technical shifts in 
the logics of governance and population that account for something 
like organic liveliness as an afterthought, as an ontological haunting 
of the numbers.

Both techno- theological fever dream and heavily capitalized 
reality, the quantification of everything manifests itself in increasingly 
ubiquitous technologies of datafication and digital surveillance, of 
which the DAS is but one example. The universe of things is constantly 
generating data and passing through datafied terrains and conjuring 
calculated ecologies. The datafication of everything is underpinned 
by a radical reformulation of liveliness as capacity. A hallucinatory 
reworking of the possibilities of the body as a field of intervention or 
ontological object is achieved by a nearly theological encounter with 
the possibilities of informatics to draw improbable arrangements of 
technical, modular populations. I call this operational enchantment of 
the computational “digital mysticism.”
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But not mysticism in the sense of the total fetishization of the 
commodity that Apple devotees perform, in which iPhones seem like 
late- capitalist Turin shrouds, or in the sense of ascribing magical qual-
ities to things that are actually quite understandable. Actual algorithms 
are often quite boring. It is mysticism as a way to trace how the vir-
tuality of big data has reorganized networks and relations between 
objects in such a way as to make their “objectness” almost spectral 
and, crucially, always subject to transubstantiation— into code, into 
data sets, into efficiency, into ease, into leisure, all of which are ways 
of saying into capacities of measurement. This measurement, this 
thirst for metrics, this perverse gnosis enchants the speculative jouis-
sance of affective technocapital and the rapacious desires of a carceral 
state that yearns for the grounds to commit violence without viola-
tion. Not mysticism as metaphor but as an accelerative, iterative logic 
of power. To the extent that there is much left of a human assemblage 
to be found here, it is certainly a cyborg goddess.

Conclusion
In sum, the emergence of datalogical political calculus from within 
neoliberalism’s violent population racism is noteworthy not because it 
abnegates the latter’s violent drives and processes. Instead, it reinte-
grates neoliberalism’s negative populations as profitable sites of data, 
and therefore capital, generation. Acting at a distance, governance 
probes and prods capital’s queer times and places, importing them 
into its mutable calculus of security. For systems like the Domain 
Awareness System, the concentration of the absence of digital infor-
mation is in fact productively generative of new arrangements in the 
logics and apparatuses of security and capital. From quantified human 
security regimes to speculative derivatives bundling subprime mort-
gages to apps purpose- built to guide users on how to evade “sketchy” 
neighborhoods, the emerging forms of governmentality bundle the 
Other of deep managerial time, against which institutional capacity 
is mobilized as a coproducer of informatics security- capital. By way 
of conclusion, I propose three sets of problematics that the emergent 
dynamics of data logic suggest.

1. Datalogic is emergent within neoliberal settlements of capital 
and governance— specifically the consolidating formation colloquially 
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called “big data.” Big data has required heavily capitalized commit-
ments to expanding the reach and power of data analytics tools in the 
interest of maximizing efficiency and productivity. Often the product 
of hybrid projects of state and private capital, big data infrastructures 
and projects have tended to demonstrate a commitment to instru-
mental and technical modes of governance often associated with 
neoliberalism.

And while the drivers for this investment in such a particular 
mode of data analytics comports with neoliberalism’s financial imper-
atives, it signals a nascent rupture with neoliberal governmentality’s 
institutional mode of measuring and organizing the social. Neolib-
eralism as a political praxis has always been deeply committed to 
institutionally driven tactics of drawing, consolidating, and acting on 
populations in the interest of maximizing the social space for capital 
accumulation and expansion. I defined and described this set of oper-
ative logics as deep managerial time.

In tracing the power- knowledge dynamics of deep managerial 
time, I also hope to have flagged certain shifts in the governmentality 
of populations. Deep managerial time’s reliance on institutional com-
mitments to the production of populations in the name of capital 
security has historically demanded the forcible consolidation of pop-
ulations and spaces that are to be excluded from capital expansion, 
to be left or made to die or to be rendered surplus. Datalogic, though 
not necessarily less brutal, mutates security’s carceral spatiotemporal 
logic.

2. Datalogic performs a praxis of surfaces. It is nonideological in 
the hermeneutic sense of the term. It is postideological and post political 
in a way that neoliberalism never has been. Whereas neoliberalism’s 
commitment to deep managerial time presupposed to the ontological 
stability of a human organism from which to launch the interrogation 
and production of a polity,92 datalogic dissolves the organismic into 
an anorganic analytic of computable relations. This, on the one hand, 
works as a political nonpolitics. On the other, in its postpolitical tech-
nocracy, it depends on a certain dissolution of the body into matrices 
of analytics and control. I suggest that we might understand this pro-
cess as a shift away from the mode of “encounter” in which the body 
“encounters” the technical or the technological in order to “be” digi-
tized. Instead, under a consolidating mode of informatic production, 
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the body emerges as an onto- epistemological coproduction with data. 
The “body” stabilizes as a function of human- indifferent techniques 
of measurement, an ontological haunting of data clouds.

3. Datalogic rests on a biomediated necropolitical logic. Hege-
monic techniques of government cannot reduce everything to zeros 
and ones without an ontology that does not particularly concern itself 
with the art of distinguishing between life and nonlife. These systems 
are fundamentally agnostic to the organism. These logics of technical 
governance and capitalization are only possible under conditions in 
which the blanket killing and incarcerating of everything is imagin-
able. It is a transmutation of biopolitical logics of eugenics and geno-
cide and extermination into strategic and technocratic organizations 
of indefinite detention,93 mass incarceration, thanatopolitical free- fire 
death worlds. If life becomes lively only in its capacity to modulate 
a data set, death becomes just another technical input. Whereas bio-
politics, in its own twisted way, is about maximizing life potentials 
and capacities, this mode of governmentality is about maximizing the 
algorithmic efficiency of data analysis.

The process of producing death worlds in the name of human 
security certainly proceeds apace. At the same time, the technical 
modes by which the production of population are affected have been 
drawn away from deep managerial time and toward a bizarrely perfor-
mative, human- indifferent governmentality that is, beyond anything 
else, about pretty math. Such a mode of governance subjects capital 
and governance to the aesthetic of the algorithm, rather than the other 
way around.
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